Images of Cosmetology Practical Exam Procedures

Haircutting Techniques: Four-Section Parting
- Hanging Guideline Down (right side view)

Photo Courtesy of Charles Greg Milo

Haircutting Techniques: Four-Section Parting
( left side view)
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Haircutting Techniques: Ninety-Degree Layered Haircut

Blow-Dry Styling Techniques

Thermal Curling Iron Techniques: Demonstration of Barrel Curl (top)
Thermal Curling Iron
Techniques: Demonstration of Spiral Curl (side)
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Demonstration of Techniques: First Roller – On Base (top)
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Demonstration of Techniques: Second Roller – Half Off Base (top)
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Demonstration of Techniques:  Third Roller – Off Base (top)
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Demonstration of Techniques:  Permanent Waving (left side)
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Demonstration of Techniques: Ridge Curl and C-Shaping (right side)
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Demonstration of Techniques: Finger Waving (back)
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Four-Section Parting for Demonstration of Chemical Services (front view)
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Chemical Services: Foiling Techniques (right front)
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Chemical Services: Foiling Techniques (front view)
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Chemical Services: Haircoloring/Tint Retouch (right back)
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Chemical Services: Virgin Chemical Relaxing (left front)

Chemical Services: Retouch Chemical Relaxing (left back)